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In the last few years the development of chirp pulsed Fourier transform microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometers has
enables the studies of relatively large rotors and observations of molecular clusters that were difficult to detect previously. In
this work we present the study of large oligomers of difluoromethane ((CH2F2)n, with n from 5 to 7) for which experimental
measurements were obtained during a collaboration between different research groups (especially at the University of
Virginia – USAc and Universidad del Paı´s Vasco – Spaind). State-of-the-art quantum chemical calculations and structural
results for the molecular species will be presented. The challenging decomposition of the spectrum into the individual
rotational spectra for each species presented in the jet expansion will be carried out. In particular the approach using
AUTOFIT algorithme running on Amazon Web Service (AWS) and High Performance Computing (HPC) systems and its
modified version for large molecular system will be presented.
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